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2017/18 SEASON: 
SPACE TO PERFORM, CREATE, 
TRAIN AND BUILD COMMUNITY
Moving into GWDC’s 9th season, the collective is reflecting 
on the space it has created and incubated for and with the 
community. The 2017/18 season expands on the 
adventurous and collaborative tradition cultivated over 
GWDC’s last eight years.

TOURING
Fall 2017

Montréal & Calgary

GWDC’s first-ever, multi-city tour of commissioned work 
commences in Autumn 2017. The piece, We’ll Be Fine, 

choreographed by MAYDAY’s Mélanie Demers, will be performed 
at Festival Quartiers Danses in Montréal on September 13 and 

Fluid Festival in Calgary on October 27 and 28.

CONVERGENCE
November 16-18, 2017  8pm

L’Uni Théâtre

GWDC presents a double bill of new works by Calgary 
choreographer Meghann Michalsky and collective artist 

Kate Stashko. 

Residue is a co-creation by Meghann Michalsky and Matthew 
Hall, questioning one’s sense of individuality, identity, and 
perception in a society that directly wants one to conform. 

Collaborating with electroacoustic composer Shawn 
Pinchbeck, Kate Stashko, Alida Kendell and GWDC intern 

Katherine Semchuk consider insatiability in a social context 
and within the realm of the body.



WHAT’S COOKING?
April 29, 2018
12pm & 6:30pm
PCL Studio Theatre

Celebrate the local arts community by witnessing works in 
progress that are still in the creation phase. This casual 
production invites audiences to get a sneak peek of the 
creative process and engage directly with artists to provide 
feedback on their works. The catered event encourages 
artists and audience members to share a meal, share art and 
share thoughts on International Dance Day. 

DAMN GOOD COLLABORATION
May 3&4, 2018  8pm
Venue TBD

GWDC teams up with New Music Edmonton and the highly 
experimental and inventive music ensemble, damn magpies. 
The dancers and musicians explore the vast world of 
improvisational performance in unusual spaces under the 
guidance of DM's Ian Crutchley and Allison Balcetis and 
GW's Alison Kause.

RESIDENCIES
Fall/Winter 2017

Muriel Taylor Studio at Ruth Carse Centre for Dance

GWDC is providing residencies to two Canadian artists

ZOE GLASSMAN
September 4-8 & 18-22, 2017

Zoe Glassman, a local dance/theatre artist, delves into a 
medium in between dance and text-based performance. This 

piece is an experimental and intimate exploration of 
dependency, solitude and brilliant men and their muses.  Zoe 

will be working with GWDC’s Ainsley Hillyard as well as 
Geoffrey Simon Brown. 

REBECCA SAWDON
December 11-22, 2017

Rebecca Sawdon is an Alberta-born independent 
contemporary dance artist based in Winnipeg MB.  Her 

experience includes work as a dance interpreter, performer, 
art educator and emerging choreographer. She will be using 
the time, space and the support of the Good Women Dance 
Collective, as she takes steps towards creating her first full 

length work. 



MASTER CLASSES IN 
COLLABORATION WITH BRIAN 

WEBB DANCE COMPANY
2017/2018

Muriel Taylor Studio at Ruth Carse Centre for Dance

GWDC partners with the Brian Webb Dance Company for 
another season of master classes. The sessions provide 

opportunities for local dance practitioners to learn from 
artists featured in BWDC’s 2017/18 Season. 

Master classes are open to all levels. 

BRIAN WEBB JOSHUA BEAMISH 
September 21, 2017 November 3, 2017
10am-12pm 10am-12pm

KIDD PIVOT USHA GUPTA
March 29-31, 2018 May 31, 2018
Time TBA 10am-12pm

COMPANY CLASSES 
AND WORKSHOPS
Tuesdays, Thursdays & Fridays
10-11:30am
Muriel Taylor Studio at Ruth Carse Centre for Dance

goodwomen.ca/classes

Train with GWDC in weekly advanced morning classes, which 
are open to the public and encompass a range of styles 
taught on a rotating schedule by collective artists and 
specially selected guest teachers. 

GWDC also hosts workshops with out-of-town artists 
throughout the season.


